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INTRODUCTION

Design Patterns for
School Libraries
Definitions
The design of a school can impact the kinds of teaching and learning that
occur within that space (Grosvenor & Burke, 2008). A design pattern provides
a building block from which an architect or educator can best decide how
to shape the learning environment to encourage particular ways of learning.
Design patterns are not set in stone; rather, they can serve as a guide for
thinking about how to design a space to effectively encourage particular
kinds of teaching and learning (The Open Group Architecture Framework,
2006). Design patterns provide a common language from which to jumpstart
discussion, offer ideas and advance design tied to the functionality of teaching
and learning (Nair, Fielding, & Lackney, 2009).

Study Overview
The Building a Reading Culture Study: A Nationwide Study of Reading and
School Libraries (BRC) study was conducted with the twin goals of contributing
to reading and school library research. This publication provides a preliminary
analysis of the kinds of design patterns that have emerged from the data
collected from the study and from various study trips made to government,
independent and international school libraries in Singapore, Australia, the
United States and the Netherlands between 2016 to 2019.
At the beginning of the study, we undertook a literature review to evaluate the
needs of a future-ready school library. We established that the school library
should be a learning hub to inspire independent learning and support the school
curriculum. From a functional perspective, the future-ready school library
should support the skills and dispositions of reading, research, collaboration,
study and doing (Loh, 2018). The inner circle in Figure 1 shows the kinds of
future-ready skills school libraries can and should support whereas the outer circle
shows the need to ensure that the school libraries provide access to resources,
space and programming to support these functions of the school library.

Figure 1. 21st Century
School Libraries
Framework
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Using the 21st century framework, we sought in our baseline study to evaluate
the state of our school libraries, to explore how ready they were to support
future-ready learning. We attempted to derive evidence-based design patterns
and guidelines from which educators could gain insight into how to improve
their school libraries. This report shares our preliminary findings about the
connections between library space and learning.
Research Methods
The BRC study is a mixed-methods study, and data collected consists of
observations, interview, survey, documentary photography and time-lapse data.
For purposes of this report, we drew on 720 hours of observations and field
notes (15 days x 8 hours x 6 libraries) over three terms, interview data with 96
secondary two students and 6,005 students survey responses.
Unique to the study is the use of visual data as material for analysis. We used
the documentary photographs and time-lapse data to look for patterns and
emerging insight into student behaviour, which we corroborated with field
notes taken on site (Refer to Loh, 2019; Nichols & Loh, 2019 for more detail
on data collection and analysis). From the data, we derived a preliminary set
of design patterns which were then used to evaluate seven libraries as part of
a complementary study, SUG5/17 A Nationwide Study of Principals, School
Media Library Coordinators and Teachers’ Perspectives of their Libraries
(The School Library Perspectives Study) (Loh & Sundaray, 2019). At the same
time, study visits made to exemplary school libraries in Singapore, Australia,
Netherlands and the United States allowed the team to consider the design
patterns in conversation with policymakers, educators and librarians from these
different contexts.
The Report in Brief
The report is divided into two sections.
Section 1 provides design patterns for design of school library spaces based
on our observations of the usage of six library spaces over a year. The report
focuses specifically on the design of spaces that encourage reading, research,
collaboration, study and doing. It explains how specific kinds of spaces may
encourage the kinds of future-ready independent learning and collaboration
educators would like students to engage in. Suggestions are provided for how
particular organisation of space, furniture and affordances encourage certain
kinds of learning behaviours.
The design patterns have been applied informally by various schools and
are being systematically utilized as part of the Library of the Future study,
conducted in collaboration with the Media Resource Library (MRL) team at the
Curriculum Planning and Development Division (CPDD), MOE. As part of the
ongoing MOE-commissioned Library of the Future (LOTF) project, the Principal
Investigator worked with Queensway Secondary School and Final Year students
from the Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD) to envision a
future-ready library. Section 2 draws on the ongoing LOTF project, school visits
as well as findings from the BRC study to provide a list of suggested design
guidelines, as an aid to schools looking for specific details to support their actual
building and renovation work. These ideas are being refined as part of the LOTF
project and we look forward to reporting on other aspects in the near future.
3
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Further Thoughts
Significantly, we have also found from our study that a change in space is
insufficient for transformation to take place. Rather, innovative practices and
mindset changes must accompany these spatial transformations (Cleveland,
2011). In other words, without change in policy to provide manpower to develop
the book collection and support the programmes, it is difficult for school libraries
to drive school library transformation for future-ready learning. While these
spatial changes revitalized library space and may encourage certain forms of
learning in the school library, policy should commit necessary manpower and
resources to enable library transformation for future learning.
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design pattern

Reading

in the School Library
Different settings
inspire different kinds
of behaviours.
Figure 1 illustrates an individual
setting that encourages sustained
silent reading. The presence of
high-backed single seaters in a quiet
corner can provide a quiet space for
reading. Placing individual seats near
bookshelves also allow comfortable
browsing spaces for students.

Figure 1: Individual Settings

Figure 2 illustrates a communal or
“coffee table” setting with a sofa set
of various seats around a single table.
This setting encourages socialising
and may be better placed in noisy
zones in the library where groupwork
and conversation are allowed.
When purchasing reading furniture,
note that backed seats are more
comfortable than stools and consider
ease of cleaning.

Figure 2: Communal Settings
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READING SPACES IN THE SCHOOL LIBRARY

Consider where to place the
reading areas by zoning the
library into noisy and quiet
zones. Reading is generally
preferred in quiet zones.

Source: Commonwealth Secondary School

Source: Yuan Ching Secondary School
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design pattern

Reading

in the School Library
Well-curated books
and attractive book
displays encourage
student browsing and
borrowing.
Having a New Arrivals section is key to
drawing students’ attention to new books
and possible reads.
Displays that work are focused,
thematic and well-curated. Selections
that are visually messy and seem to be
static may not draw desired students’
attention.
Front-facing displays and arrangements
by genres are some ways to make it
easier for students to find books.
Figure 1: Front-Facing Book Display
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READING SPACES IN THE SCHOOL LIBRARY

Consider having clear and
large signage to point library
users to reading materials
they may be interested in.

Source: Commonwealth Secondary School

Source: Queensway Secondary School
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COLLABORATION

design pattern

in the School Library
Schools should
provide collaborative
spaces to encourage
student discussion and
teamwork.

Figure 1: Collaborative Settings

When designing the school library,
consider providing discussion zones
or rooms that permit students to talk
without disturbing those who need quiet.
Having the right equipment such as
laptops and wifi connection, writeable
walls or whiteboards, can faciliate
brainstorming.
When designing rooms for discussion,
care must be made to ensure that these
rooms are soundproof. In one of our
research schools where the discussion
room was not soundproof, the students
ended up using the space for studying
as the noise level of a discussion could
not be tolerated by other users. Figure 1
shows a collaborative setting useful for
groupwork and discussions.
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COLLABORATION SPACES IN THE SCHOOL LIBRARY

Consider providing writeable
surfaces to support student
brainstorming and discussion.

Source: Commonwealth Secondary School

Source: Queensway Secondary School
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RESEARCH

design pattern

in the School Library
The library is a necessary
space to facilitate students’
research capacities,
whether individually or
collaboratively.

Figure 1: Workspace Settings

Other than including books that support
students’ curriculum and independent research,
high-speed workspaces (Figure 1) can support
students’ access to online resources for
research. Instructions that lead students to
useful websites, subscriptions to magazines
and useful channels, inclusion of apps such as
Google Apps and other disciplinary resources
on the screen interface direct students towards
resources for learning.
Providing coloured printing services alongside
the workspace has been found to be useful for
students. Not all students have working printers
at home and some research and self-study
require printed rather than online materials.
The provision of easy access laptops also
allows for individual and collaborative research
activities.
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RESEARCH SPACES IN THE SCHOOL LIBRARY

Consider placing high-speed
computers and large monitors
for quick access to online
information and other forms
of learning.

Source: St. Nicholas Girls’ Secondary School

Source: Queensway Secondary School Library Concept by SUTD
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design pattern

STUDY

in the School Library
Students like having
quiet spaces to study.
Single seating cubby holes or seats give
a sense of privacy and focus and are
often popular with students intent on
studying. Regular rectangular tables
allow individual study, peer study as
well as group discussions.

Figure 1: Cubby
Holes

Factors such as comfortable seating,
table height, appropriate lighting and
temperature are factors contributing to
student comfort when studying.

Figure 2: Group Study Setting
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STUDY SPACES IN THE SCHOOL LIBRARY

Consider purchasing flexible
and light stacking furniture
that can be utilized during
study-intensive periods and
stored away at other times.

Source: Commonwealth Secondary School

Source: Queensway Secondary School
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design pattern

DOING

in the School Library
Meaningful activities
held in the library can
draw students to the
space and position the
library as a space of
learning.
Consider the kinds of activities that will
be held in the library and design multiuse spaces and furniture to facilitate
different activities. Avoid a single zone
space (e.g., stage) which is often underutilized on a daily basis.

Figure 1: Workshop Setting

Figures 1 and 2 show possible
configurations for learning activities in
the school library.

Figure 2: Presentation Setting
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DOING SPACES IN THE SCHOOL LIBRARY

Consider creating stepped
seating looking down to a
floor stage. The area can then
be utilized for study, reading
and other purposes when not
in use for performances.

Source: Commonwealth Secondary School

Source: Commonwealth Secondary School
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section 2

The School Library
of the Future Design
(LOTF) Guidelines
The organization of the guideline is adapted from the
format of L!brary1. These draft guidelines are derived from
the Building a Reading Culture study and may be revised
for individual school’s needs.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
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Siddiqi, Anooradha Iyer (2010) The L!brary Book. New Jersey: Princeton Architectural Press
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
The design guidelines here seek to reimagine the
secondary school library as a space to support
the school’s drive towards engaged, independent
and self-directed future-ready learning.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The library is a place to inspire reading, learning and imagination.
The library is prominently located within the school.
The library is accessible to all students and members of the public through
a secure and visible route.
The library environment is attractive and conducive to youth sensibilities.
The library environment, furnishings and equipment are comfortable and
user friendly for adolescent students aged 12 to 18, including special needs
students.
Teachers should feel comfortable within the library, which will support their
curriculum planning and design of independent and collaborative learning.
The library is a safe, healthy and barrier-free environment.
The library supports multiple whole class, group and individual learning
activities. Reading, study, collaboration, research and learning-related activities are supported. Project-work, presentations and performances are some
group and class-related activities supported in the library. Consider zoning
into quiet and noisy areas to demarcate various activity areas.
The library incorporates clear and attractive signage visible from a distance.
The library provides space for display of artifacts of student learning.
The library, its furnishings and equipment adhere to sustainable design principles.
Library design and organization of furniture must be purposeful rather than
simply flexible or multi-use.
Library design must account for objectives, curriculum and programming of
individual schools.

Source: Commonwealth Secondary School
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FUNCTIONAL AREAS

Source: Queensway Secondary School Library Design Concept by SUTD. Visibility is key.
Allowing students to look into an attractive and activity-filled library draws them in.

Entry
Clear visibility of the entrance alerts students to the
library. Seeing the resources and activities within the
library draws students in.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Clearly visible and accessible from all nearby public areas.
Situated along main thoroughfare.
Clear, glass doors; lighting; not set back or recessed.
Large signage for clear visibility from a distance.
Where possible, clear glass (not glazed or frosted) for students to view
activities in the library and/or built-in exhibition windows or display space to
display projects of library activities.
Views between public corridor and library.
Space to accommodate two classes or small groups entering and exiting
the library.
RFID gates for security; with traffic count where possible.
Book drop outside library to facilitate return of books when library is closed.
Students should have an area to store their bags within or outside the library.
Advertising space; this may be in the form of an interactive screen with NLB
e-books advertisement and/or smart-TV with school library advertisements.
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FUNCTIONAL AREAs

Source: Queensway Secondary School Library Design Concept by SUTD. An attractive
New Arrivals section that is regularly refreshed draws students to check out new reads.

Welcome Area
Students’ encounters with the library begin when they
step into the library. The welcome area should contain
the most important resources/signage and set the tone
for the library.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visible New Arrivals section to draw students’ attention; easy access for
constant content refreshment.
Public computer (OPAC) system with access to catalogue; either near Entry,
Circulation Desk or Computer workstations.
Self-checkout for books, if available.
[Low] movable shelves for books and book displays.
Consider placing resources or signage meant to direct students or draw
students’ attention to key collections or spaces in the library.
A “Just Returned” trolley may also be placed in the welcome or reading area.
Display area for students’ work (physical or online).
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FUNCTIONAL AREAs

Source: Hei4e Gymnasium, Amsterdam. The circulation desk in the centre of the library
is highly visible, providing the librarian with clear sightlines and students with immediate
access.

Circulation Desk
The library assistant must be visible and available
to students. Clear sightlines and visibility assist with
monitoring and facilitating student access.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location for patron checkout and return of books and materials.
Control point for library, close proximity to Entry.
Clear sightline to all areas.
Primary workplace for staff, work area for 1-2 staff members (library
assistant and/or technical staff, dependent on needs of school. Note that the
technical staff may be placed closer to the multimedia area, if so required.
A larger shared space may be more conducive to cooperation.
Countertops: easily cleaned, maximum work surface, student height.
Easy access to technology (e.g., iPads, computers) stored for loan to
students. Mobile carts may be stored here.
Perimeter to accommodate large numbers of students entering, leaving and
consulting with staff.
Technology: Large monitor, hardwired computer and colour [laser] printer/
scanner/copier for staff use recommended.
Provide area for two trolleys.
CCTV cameras to monitor areas not within sight of library staff.
Provide locked storage for books or ancillary resources (e.g., games,
puzzles, video equipment) or small workroom for librarian.
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FUNCTIONAL AREAs

Source: Commonwealth Secondary School. The stepped stairs provide seating for movie
viewings, presentations and concerts in the library. When not in use for presentation,
they serve as informal study and reading spaces for students.

Presentation/ Multi-Use
Activity Area
Purposefully designed presentation areas allow for
multiple use of these areas for different kinds of learning.
Avoid single use spaces that prohibit regular usage.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multimedia and multiple activities such as book talks, author talks, movie
screens, workshops, student presentations.
Accommodates approximately 40-60 students gathered around presenter.
May be demarcated by floor or ceiling finish or screen.
Soft finishes and seating (optional, consider ease of cleaning and student
usage).
Seating should facilitate multiple use (consider bench seating with stage
on floor).
Consider portable projector and screen or fixed, depending on needs of
the school.
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FUNCTIONAL AREAs

Source: Queensway Secondary School. Single seaters provide library users with
comfortable browsing and extended reading spots in the library.

Reading Area
Adolescents need quiet spaces for reading. Avoid
grouping furniture in ways to encourage chatting and
large group discussion in reading areas.
•
•
•
•

•
•

Small groups of students and adults (2-3 groups of 2-3 people).
Furnishings: 2-3 large high-backed chairs, conducive to individual reading.
Not necessarily one contiguous space.
Reading areas should be located near books. Books should be organized
meaningfully with anticipated traffic flow and library usage. Shelves should
be well-signed and visible from a distance.
Located in a quiet zone; avoid placing it next to noisy areas.
Magazine reading area may be provided in this section or in multimedia zone.
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FUNCTIONAL AREAs

Source: Queensway Secondary School Library Design Concept by SUTD. Writing space
encourage brainstorming and provide working space for collaborating.

Discussion-CumInstructional Area
To facilitate 21st century collaborative learning, students
need spaces for small group discussions. Teachers should
be encouraged to bring their students to the library for
project-work, research-related or collaborative lessons
rather than teacher-centred lessons that can be conducted
in a classroom.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Avoid instructional area facilitating teacher-centred teaching. The presentation
area can be adapted for teacher-centred or student presentations.
Discussion area furniture should facilitate small group seating.
Writing surface required for brainstorming. Whiteboard or glass preferred
to whiteboard paint for maintenance; access to writing materials should be
considered.
Bookshelf display for Applied Learning Programme (ALP) or Lifelong Learning
Programme (LLP) related books – inspirational intent.
Area should support anticipated technology use (e.g. projection, laptops etc.)
Attention to acoustics required whether in discussion areas or rooms.
Provision of discussion rooms for small group work where possible: Rooms
should be soundproof and soft furnishings can be used to lower discussion
volume. Each room should fit 4-6 persons.
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FUNCTIONAL AREAs

Source: River Valley High School. Single seating facilitates quiet self-study.

Study Area
The school library should support students’ needs for
quiet spaces for individual study.
•
•
•
•
•

•

Comfortable tables and chairs for individual self-study.
Avoid chairs on wheels. Stackable furniture preferred.
Foldable tables can be considered for easy storage.
Study seating should fit about 80-120 students, depending on the needs of
the school.
As studying is seasonable, the library can store extra furniture to be brought
out at various times of the year to facilitate preparation for end-year
examinations.
Study carrels may be considered.
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FUNCTIONAL AREAs

Source: Raffles Institution. Multimedia workstations with monitors allow students to
quickly access computers for research, printing and other multimedia work.

Multimedia Area/ Computer
Workstation and Other
Technology
Although laptops are available for loan, high-speed
computers with large monitors facilitate quick access to
search for information and other forms of learning.
•
•

•
•

•
•

The computer workstation should be located close to and within sight of the
circulation desk.
Each school should have between four to 10 computer workstations preinstalled with apps/software recommended by teachers/students (e.g., Google
Earth, Photoshop, coding etc. If school has ALP (e.g., coding), computers can
be prioritized for these uses).
Printing and photocopying arrangements. Consider LAN and electrical points
for these services.
iPads may be made available in this area or the reading area for access to
restricted apps (e.g. PressReader for magazine reading or Procreate for
drawing). Provisions need to be made for iPad charging.
Laptops should be available for loan (for students who may wish to use them
individually or for discussion).
School should consider storage and display area for digital collection (e.g., DVDs).
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DESIGN CRITERIA

Source: Queensway Secondary School Library Design Concept by SUTD. Varied seating,
natural lighting and greenery bring life into the library.

Architectural
•
•

•
•
•
•

Open-plan encouraged with attention to zoning of noisy and quiet areas.
Visible and clear sightline from the Circulation Desk are critical to the
smooth functioning of the library. Where this is not possible, consider other
monitoring options.
Hierarchy of scales and spatial variety encouraged.
Double doors required at entry, to accommodate entry and exit of two
classes simultaneously.
Security gates should facilitate larger groups, where possible.
Architectural ideas should reflect current ideas and practices, and account
for youth preferences.
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DESIGN CRITERIA

Source: The American School at the Hague. Electrical points are required for OPAC and
other technology within the school library.

Electrical and Technology
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electrical points for laptops and other technology should be considered and
worked into the library.
Switches should be in easily accessible and logical spaces, at a low height
for disabled users.
Internet access for the library needs to be considered.
Presentation and discussion area should have electrical points to support
projection and laptops.
Include electrical points where possible to support student laptop charging.
Designated receptacle at designated laptop cart plug-in point, with
appropriate power.
This may include access to the internet to support current arrangements.
Consider provision of LAN points where secure and stable connection is
required (e.g., OPAC stations, printing stations)
Consider a multimedia corner where students can view/listen to selected
materials.
Schools may consider self-check technology and integration into the library.
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DESIGN CRITERIA

Source: Hei4e Gymnasium, Amsterdam, Netherlands. Students can adjust lighting at
study area with specific light sources.

Lighting
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maximize daylighting
Natural lighting supports reading and study but note glare (depending on
direction of sun).
Books do not fare well in sunlight and must be kept out of the sun.
Consider computer screens and glare from lighting sources in design and
placement.
Easy and cost-efficient bulb fixtures required. Consult with school custodian
prior to design.
Minimize lamp types. Match the school’s existing lamp types.
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DESIGN CRITERIA

Source: UWCSEA East Campus. Bookshelf heights should be tailored to students’
heights. Lower shelves provide more visibility and create a sense of space.

Bookshelf
Design and Organization
•
•
•
•
•

Design and location to facilitate browsing and easy replacement of books.
Organization of books (fiction, non-fiction; genres, authors etc.) should be
considered ahead of time and worked into the design.
100 books per bay (1m wide); 3-4 shelves per bay (NLB recommendation)
20cm width typical but allow up to 40-45cm, particularly for picture books
and non-fiction titles.
Consider height of students (bottom and too-high shelves are generally
inaccessible).

Collection Size
•

•

Shelving should accommodate up to 8,000 – 12,000 books, depending on
the needs of the school (Tentative recommendation: 60% English fiction,
20% Mother Tongue, 20% Non-Fiction), with possibility of doing front-facing
display.
A beginning or refreshed library can begin with 3,000 to 4,000 books and
build up the collection. Weeding and refreshing the collection are vital.
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DESIGN CRITERIA

Source: Jurongville Secondary School. Clear and large signage help students to find
books easily.

Bookshelf
Shelving Units
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perimeter shelving
Interior shelving
Low shelving
Adjustable shelving is required to support shifting book collection.
Bottom shelf 4 inches from the finished floor, minimum.
Backing so that books do not fall through shelves spaces.

Display
•
•

•

Clear and large easy-to-manage display for shelving is required. Students
should be able to see signage from a distance.
Signage describing the collection to be provided within one unit at one
location per unit. Signage describing specific collection range to be provided
at each shelf.
Tablet or book holders to facilitate front-facing display should be plentiful.
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DESIGN CRITERIA

Finishes
•
•
•

Finishes to be soft, with calming colours suitable for adolescents, durable,
easily maintained and cleanable.
Flooring should be easily maintained and non-slip.
No wall-to-wall carpet. Area rugs are recommended to create mood, if
necessary.

Furniture
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Furniture to be soft, with suitable colours, durable, easily maintained and
cleanable.
Furniture to be easily used and easily stored/stackable.
Circulation desk requires 1-2 ergonomic chairs on casters.
Presentation area: soft furnishing, if required
Study area: tables and chairs for 80-120 students, depending on the needs
of the school.
Discussion areas: Discussion area for 20-40 students (may double up as
study area).
Computer area: 1 non-movable chair per computer.
Circulation: May be constructed as freestanding or built-in.

Security
•
•
•

For a new library, consider installing RFID gates with traffic counting
technology.
Choice of security will have impact on book collection management.
CCTV installation should be considered in areas with iPads and out of sight
of the library assistant.
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